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Trying to understand the origin of life is really another way of asking what is life itself. If you can reduce 
life to the bare minimum and characterise the essence of what it involves then this is likely to improve greatly 
guesswork about its origins. In some respects this is the approach used by Freeman Dyson, a theoretical 
physicist, who in a small (87 page) volume makes his own contribution to this fertile area of overwhelmingly 
intellectual endeavour . 
The book which represents 4 lectures given in Cambridge in 1985 describes, first, those biologists who 
have influenced Freemand Dyson in his own understanding of biology, deals in brief with the little ex- 
perimental knowledge on origins, develops a simple but highly convincing model (using population 
analogies) to explain the appearance of viable cells and finally discusses a number of significant but out- 
standing biological questions; at least outstanding to a physicist. 
My initial approach to this book was slightly hostile, shotgun marriages of physics and biology have not 
always proved fertile. But by the end of the book it is clear that the nuptials have proved highly creative. 
In its own small way the book is an immense tour-de-force, beautifully and simply written. Freeman Dyson 
understands aspects of biology better than many biologists I know. The model which he develops, which 
involves an effective conflict of diversity of early catalysts with catalytic efficiency operating in an Oparin- 
type cell or droplet, is a real intellectual treat; stimulating and convincing. What more could one ask of 
a hypothesis. His emphasis on the necessity for error tolerance and complicated network interactions to pro- 
vide early homeostasis in primordial cells shows a strong awareness of what it is that may constitute life 
at the minimum. Much of this thinking rightly shows a strong systems influence, long overdue in this area. 
At the commencement of the book Freeman Dyson mentions the greatly influential volume produced by 
Schrodinger in 1943 called ‘What is life’. It is many years since I read that book but my conviction rapidly 
grew as I read and reread this volume that in every way this volume easily stands the comparison with 
Schrodinger’s short but brilliant text. There are ideas in this volume which will inform biologists of all 
disciplines from population biologists to ecologists to molecular biologists. How many of these would have 
dared to suggest hat cells acquired genes as parasites much as the primitive eucaryote may have acquired 
its initially symbiotic blue-green alga or bacteria to form organelles; or even conceived the possibility? An 
excellent and exciting contribution worth every pernny of the f8 or so it costs. I wish it had been longer. 
A. Trewavas 
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